Home automation
Homes might be programmed to
• close drapes at night
• turn down sterero volume when phone rings
• flash bathroom lights as reminder to take medication
• draw a bath at a certain temperature at a certain time Vision of the future ...Imagine that the owner of a new home does not plan on using his lower level much at night. He can have a technician at the central station program his system so that the temperature is lowered to 60° at 10 p.m. But later, a home theater is installed in the basement, and many late weekend evenings are spent watching laserdiscs and videos. The owner can simply call the technician and request that the program be changed so that the lower level remains a comfortable 72° on Friday and Saturday nights. (Electronic House) Each constraint has an associated cost: discomfort cost if inhabitant preferences are neglected energy cost depends on device and intensity setting
The optimal control policy minimizes where t = index over nonoverlapping time intervals t 0 = current time interval u t = control decision for interval t x t = environmental state during interval t 
Sequential decision problem
To learn, must determine which decisions are responsible for observed costs (temporal credit assignment).
Time scale dilemma
Control decisions must be responsive to changing environmental conditions. Therefore, time intervals must be brief (~200 ms).
But shorter time intervals make learning more difficult. 
Empirical issues
Are there sufficiently robust regularities in the inhabitants' behavior that ACHE can exploit them? Is a system of ACHE's complexity warranted, or will a simple rulebased system do 99% of the job?
